A POCO NEW DEAL

RIVERSIDE HAMMOCKS

Lounge by the water!

FOR INFORMATION OR TO APPLY VISIT
CREATEPORTAGECOUNTY.ORG/PAINTTHECOUNTY

Halifax in Nova Scotia installed these totally rad sea-side hammocks on one of its piers. They are vibrant and inviting and create quiet-time space that is accessible for anyone to use. We would love to see a similar installation added to one of the parks in Portage County that have suitable waterfronts.

CREATE loves community gathering spaces. But we also understand that publicly available and inspiring alone-time spaces are essential within a community that values mental health. We’d love people to help us imagine more reflective nooks, reading spots, and meditation locations that meet this goal. If you have an idea, be it hammocks or something else, put a proposal together and send it to us at info@createportagecounty.org.